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ABSTRACT
REGULAR BASIS AND FUNCTOR EXT
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M.S. in Mathematics 
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August 23, 1994
This work is a study of the relation between the vanishing of Ext functor 
and the existence of regular bases in the cartesian product and tensor product 
of some special Kothe spaces. We give some new results concerning Sg 
Spaces in Chapter 3 and the study in the last chapter is about the existence 
of pseudo-regular bases in the cartesian product and tensor product of two 
regular Schwartz Kothe spaces E  and F , one of which having property 
(DN),  when Ext(E x F ,E  x F)  vanishes.
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Bu tezde iki Köthe uzayının çarpım uzaylarının Ext funktorunun sıfır ol­
ması ile çarpım ve tensör çarpım uzaylarının düzgün tabanlarının olması 
arasındaki ilişki çalışıldı. Üçüncü bölümde Sg uzayları ele alındı, son 
bölümde ise biri (DN)  özelliğine sahip iki Köthe uzayının çarpım uzay­
larının Ext funktoru sıfır olduğunda çarpım ve tensör çarpım uzaylarının 
yaklaşık- düzgün tabanlarının olduğu gösterildi.
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The idea of a regular basis in a nuclear Frechet space was introduced by M. 
M. Dragilev [2] in 1965. Its importance lies in the study of quasi-equivalence 
of bases such that every space with a regular basis has the quasi-equivalence 
property. This property was useful in the computation of various topological 
linear invariants and in the study of Cartesian Products and as a means of 
classifying nuclear Kothe spaces.
In the second chapter, we give some definitions and preliminary results 
which we use in the sequel. In the other chapters, the existence of a regular 
basis in the Kothe spaces with the vanishing of Ext functor was studied.
Krone [7] has shown that if A(j4) is a Kothe space with property {DN)  
and satisfying the condition Ext^(A(y4), A(/l)) =  0 then A(y4) always has 
a regular basis. In her study of this result, Kocatepe [6] has found that the 
condition {DN)  is necessary and she has given an example of a nuclear 
Kothe space A(y4) such that Ext^(A(T), A(d[)) =  0, but A(A) has no 
regular basis.
Moreover, in the same paper [6] it was stated, with no proof, that if E 
and F  are two Dragilev spaces (defined by functions with comparible growth 
rates) and Ext^(E x F, E x F) =  0^  then E x F  and E ^ t^ F have regular 
bases.
In this work, first we study the proof of this theorem. Then we consider 
the situation in Sg{a,r) spaces, which were introduced by V.V. Kashirin
[5], and in the third chapter we give a proof of the same theorem concerning 
Sg{a,r) spaces.
In [6], Kocatepe has also shown that if Ext(A(^), A(/l)) =  0, for two 
Schwartz regular Kothe spaces with A(/l) having property (DN)  and 
X(B) having property (il) , then A(/l) x X{B) and X(A)0^X(B) have 
regular bases.
In the last chapter, we study the relationship between the vanishing of 
the functor Ext(EJ x F ,E  x F)  for'two Kothe spaces E  and F,  one of which 
having property (DN),  and the existence of a pseudo-regular basis in E x F  
and E®^F . So we drop one of the conditions : (D) in [6] and we get a
pseudo-regular basis, which is weaker than I'egularity (still unknown whether 
strictly weaker) but is strong enough to obtain almost all of the results that 
can be obtained using regularity, especially the quasi-equivalence property,
[1]·
Chapter 2
Definitions and Some Preliminary Results
We shall mean by a locally convex space (l.c.s) a locally convex Hausdorff 
space and by a Frechet space we mean a complete metrizable l.c.s. N denotes 
the set of natural numbers and IR the set of real numbers.
2.1 Nuclear and Schwartz Spaces
For any two normed linear spaces E and F,  a continuous linear map 
T : E ^  F  is called nuclear if there exist continuous linear forms (u„) € E' 
and (?/„) G F  such that
(0  ¿  ll«n||||2/n|| < oo
n=l
oo
(ii) V X e  E, Tx =  Un(x)yr.
n=l
T is called precompact if T{U) is a precompact ( T(U) is compact) 
subset of F, where U is the closed unit ball in E.
Let E  be a l.c.s. U{E) is a base of all absolutely convex, closed neigh­
borhoods. Let U e U { E )  and 7V(i7) =  =  f|^i where pu{.)
denotes the Minkowski functional of U. Since pu is continuous, N{U)  is a
closed subspace of E. Let E{U) be the quotient space E/N{U) normed 
by ||a;(t/)|| =  pu{x) where
x{U) =  {y ^ E : X - x j  ^ N{U)] -  {y £ E ·. pu(x -  y) =  0} =  K{U)x
cind K{U)  : E -> EIN{U), K{U)x = x{U). If V e  E(E), V C U, then 
NiV)  C N{U). Define K{V,U)  : E{V)  ^  E{U) by K{V,U)x{V)  =  x{U). 
K{V,U)  is well-defined, linear and continuous.
A l.c.s. E  is called a Nuclear Space if it satisfies 
V C/ G U{E) 3 V  e  U{E), V C U  such that K(V, U) is nuclear.
E  is called Schwartz Space if it satisfies 
V U  e  U{E) 3 F  6 U{E), V c U  such that KiV, U) is precompact.
2.2 Bases and Basic Definitions
A sequence of elements (x„) in a l.c.s. E is called a basis if for each 
element x G E  there is a uniquely determined sequence of scalars (i„)
n
such that x =  lim La:,·. Two bases (a;„) and (?/„) in a nuclear Frechetn—>-oo
2 =  1
space E  are equivalent if Y t^nXn converges in E iff Y t^nPn does. The 
bases are semi-equivalent if there is a sequence of positive numbers (t„) 
such that {tnXn) is equivalent to (i/„) . They are quasi- equivalent if there 
is a rearrangment of one which is semi-equivalent to the other. A nuclear 
Frechet space with a basis has the quasi- equivalence property if all bases are 
quasi-equivalent.
A representation of a basis (a:„) in a nuclear Frechet space E is an infinite 
matrix (a^) for which there exists a fundamental sequence of seminorms 
[pk) defining the topology of E  such that a^  =  Pk{xn)· The basis is regular 
if it has a representation (a*) such that
“ n+l ^ ^n+l for all A;, n.
In order to show that a basis is not regular, one must check all possible 
representations. So, to civoid this problem a property weaker than regularity 
was introduced in [1].
A basis {xn) in a nuclear Frechet space is pseudo-regular if it has a 
representation (a*) such that
Vp 3 q st. y  r >  q 3 s >  p and M  > 0 - ^  < \/ m < n.
a'nah
If this holds for a given representation of (a;„) then it holds for every 
representation of {xn) and the converse is also true.
It is clear that every regular basis is pseudo-regular and it was shown in
[1], Thm. 1, that every nuclear Frechet space with a pseudo-regular basis 
has the quasi-equivalence property.
2.3 Köthe and Power Series Spaces
A matrix A =  (a„) of non-negative scalars satisfying
"'n — n(z) 'i n,k 
{ii) V n supk a ^ > 0
is called a Köthe matrix and the sequence space
n
topologized by the seminorms (||.||a;) is called a Köthe space. A(A) is a 
comi^lete l.c.s.
Let a =  (o!„) be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers. Con­
sider the Köthe set
A =  {(e*"") : k e N }
Then A(A) =  Aoo(o;) is called a power series space of infinite type.
The finite type power series space Ar(o;), 0 < r < oo, generated by a is 
the sequence space A(A) where
 ^ e N }, rk/'r .
The proof of the following nuclearity criterion, known as Grothendieck- 
Pietsch Criterion, for Kothe spaces has been given in [11] 6.1.2 :
Theorem 1 : A Kothe space A (A) is nuclear iff
V A; 3 1 such that (— ) G i.e ^  < oo.^  ^n<·
Theorem 2 : A Kothe space A(A) is Schwartz iff
0, 0 < < aaZyk  l i m ^n a^+i
/j-|-1
n
A Kothe matrix A =  (a^) and also the Kothe space A(A) are called of 
type (di), i =  1,2,5, if the corresponding conditions below are satisfied :
id\) 3 k Vy 3 /  sup V  < QQ
{¿2) y  k 3 j  y  I sup
{a iy
< 00




The conditions (dj) and (d2) were introduced by M. M. Dragilev in [2], 
and (ds) by E. Dubinsky in [3].
A basis (xn) of a nuclear Frechet space E is said to be of type (dj), i =  
1,2,5, if there exists a fundamental system of norms (II-IIa:) such that 
«n =  \\^ n\\k is of type (d,·), i =  1,2,5.
A Frechet space E  is said to have the property
(DN)  if 3 k V j 3 ( , C > 0  ||.|||<C||.M.||,
(fi) if Vp 3 ,  V i 3 0  0 (||.||,T < C||-llil|.|i;
The property [DN)  was introduced by D. Vogt in [13] and (Jl) by 
M. J. Wagner in [14] to characterize subspaces and quotients of nuclear and 
stable power series spaces of infinite type and finite type, respectively. If a 
nuclear Frechet space has a basis, then (di) and {DN)  are equivalent, 
(d2) is equivalent to (0 ) .
If E, F  are nuclear Frechet spaces with bases (a;„), (?/„), respectively, 
then the completed topological tensor product E®^F  is a nuclear Frechet 
space with basis ® ?/«)(„,,n)eNxN· (“ «)> (^n) are matrix representa­
tions of (ic„), (?/„), respectively, then is a matrix representation of
{Xm ® Vn)·
2.4 The Functor Ext
By an exact sequence of Fréchet spaces E, F  and G we mean a sequence
0 ri Î /71F’ A  G’ ^  0
where i is an embedding of E  into E, q a. continuos surjective linear mapping 
from F  onto G and i(E) — Ker{q). We say that the sequence splits if there 
exists a continuous right inverse of q or equivalently a continuous left inverse 
of i, which means that F  is isomorphic to the direct sum of E  and G.
The definition for Ext functor below was taken from Vogt [12], so for the 
details we refer the reader to [12].
Let be the category of Fréchet spaces, C the category of linear spaces, 
L{E, F)  the linear space of continuous linear maps from E to E. A space I 
in is called injective iff for each E\ in if, each closed subspace Eo C Ei 
and each G L{Eo,I)  there exists an extension <j) G L{Ei,I)·
An injective resolution of F  is an exact sequence
(1) 0 F ^  G /1 ^  /2 ^  .
where Ik is injective for all k. Every F  Ç. J- has an injective resolution.
We denote by Ext^(.F,.) the right derived functors of the functor L {E , .) 
acting from IF to C. So for any injective resolution (1) of F  we have
(2) Ext^(F, F) =  kevj^/imjk-i A: =  1, 2, . . .
where jk : F(F, h )  L{E, h+i)  is defined by jk(A) = ikoA 
for A G L(E, Ik) and Ext°(F, F ) =  L(E, F).
Vogt has proven the following theorem in [12], Theorem 1.8., hence we 
only give the statement of it :
Theorem : The following are equivalent
(1) E xti(^ ,F ) =  0
(2) For each exact sequence 0 —+İ' ’ — and (f € T(F, H)  ^
there exists a lifting ^ € L{E^ G), i.e. a map 0 with ip =  q o if).
(3) Each exact sequence 0 — splits.
(4) For each sequence and p Ç L(H,F) ,  there
exists an extension <f) Ç L{G,F),  i.e. a map (f> with p =  (f>oi.
We say that, for two Kothe spaces E =  A(af) and F = Xibj) , the pair 
(E ,F)  satisfies (¿'i*), respectively (S*), and write this as { E, F) e { S^)  
if the corresponding condition is fulfilled :
(^*) Brio V /i 3 k y K , m  3 n , 5 > 0  V i , ; :
a? ^ c s^i< .9 m a x { ^ ,— }
’ bf
(.S’*) V aî 3n^,k \/K,m 3 n , S > 0
a? afo
i j
The condition (5'*) has been rewritten in an apparently strengthened form 
in [8], Lemma 1.2. Namely, if {E ,F )  G (.S'*) then either E =  or (E ,F )  
satisfies the following condition :
(.S*)o 3rio,k \ / K ,m ,R > 0  3 ? i , . S> 0  V i , ; :
So, {E ,F )^ {S * )o  is equivalent to
(5*)i V jJ. 3uo,k  y K , m , R > 0  3 n , . S > 0  V i , ; :
. a f
We shall also use (F, E) G ( i ”*)©, which we write as
(*S*)2 V /i 3ho,^ y K , m , R > 0  3 n , S > 0  ^ i , j :
b  ^ _ 64 1
We need this equivalent forms of (S'*) in the last chapter of this thesis.
To simplify the notation we shall*write Ext(E, F) for Ext^(F, F ) and 
Ext(F) for Ext(F, F). The following results are due to Vogt [12] :
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(a) Ext(^, F)  =  0 iff every exact sequence 0 F  G E 0 
of Frechet spaces and continuous linear maps splits.
(b) (S;) Ext(E, F ) ^ 0 (S^)
In [8], Krone-Vogt have shown that if E  and F  are both Kothe spaces 
then Ext(.F,F) =  0 iff (E ,F )  € (S*).
We also know that if Ext(E  ^ x F, E x F) =  0, then we have Ext(E^) =  
Ext(E’) =  Ext(E:,E’) =  Ext(F,E) = 0.
2.5 Lf(a,r) S paces
Lf[a,r)  spaces, also called Dragilev spaces, were introduced by M. M. 
Dragilev in [2] in 1965.
Definition : Let /  : R ^  R be an odd, increasing and logarithmically 
convex function (i.e log o f  o exp is convex on [0,oo)), which is called 
Dragilev function. Let a =  (a„) be an increasing sequence of positive 
numbers such that lim„ a„ =  oo and rk a strictly increasing sequence of 
real numbers with lim^r/, =  r where —oo < r <  -|-oo. Then the space 
Lf(a,r)  is defined as the Kothe space A(A) where A =  (a^) =
From logarithmic convexity of /  it follows that r(a) =  lim fjo-x)
f i x )
exists
for every a > 1. Moreover either r(a) =  oo for all a > 1 or r(a) < oo 
for all a > 1.
If r(a) =  oo for all a > 1, then /  is called rapidly increasing.
If r(a) < oo for all a > 1, then /  is called slowly increasing.
Basic Properties : The following properties of Dragilev spaces are 
either immediate or have been proven by M. M. Dragilev [2].
(а) Lf(a,r)  is regular.
(б) Lf{a,r)  is Schwartz and nuclear if \/k 3 I ^ oi{riaj) <  OO.
(c) Lf{a,r)  is isomorphic to a power series space iff /  is slowly in­
creasing, in which without loss of generality we can take /  as the identity 
function. When /  is slowly increasing we have Lf(a,oo)  =  Aoo(o;) and 
Lf{a,r)  =  Ai (q;), r <  oo.
(d) For a Dragilev function / ,
(¿) Lf{a,r) ^  Lf{a, l) if 0 < r < oo.
(ii) Lf(a,r) =  L f ia ,—1) if r < 0.
Hence basically there are four types of Dragilev spaces ; 
r =  —1, r =  0, r =  1, r =  oo.
(e) If /  is rapidly increasing, then
L f {a ,—1) and Lf{a,0) are of type (¿2), (D).
and Lf{a,oo)  are of type (di), (DN).
2.6 Sg{a,r) Spaces
Sg{a,r) spaces were introduced by V. V. Kashirin [5] in 1980 to refute a 
conjecture of M. M. Dragilev who had asked whether every regular (di) or 
(¿2) typ6 nuclear Kothe space was isomorphic to some Dragilev space.
An Sg{a,r) space is defined similar to an Lf(a,r) with the exception 
that /  is a convex function on [0, 00) instead of logarithmically convex. 
Hence rapidly or slowly increasing has no meaning anymore.
Basic Properties : These are either immediate or the proofs can be 
found in [9].
(a) Sg{a,r) is regular.
(b) If r < 0 then Sg{a,r) =  Sg(b,-1) and is of type (¿2).
(c) If r =  0 then Sg{a,r) is (¿2)·
(d) If 0 <  r < 00 then Sg{a,f) =  Sg{b, 1) and is of type (ds).
(e) If r = + 0 0  then Sg{a,r) is (di).
( / )  Every Lf(a,r) is an Sg(a,r) for some 5', but the converse is false.
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Moreover we have the following properties for an odd, increasing, convex 
function g : V a: >  ?/ >  0
(¿) W X > X 'i y >  y
9 { x ) - 9 { y )  ^ 9 { x ) - 9 { y )
x - y x - y
{ii) 9{x) +  9{y) <  9{x +  y)
(m ) g{x) -  g{y) > g(x -  y)
(zv) g(0) -  0
(v) for c > 1, cg(x) <  g(cx).
In his thesis [4], J. Hebbecker has considered a pair of Dragilev spaces 
E  and F  and has obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
(Si) and (5'*). He has used the following conditions in his complete charac­
terizations :
Let a =  (a„) and b =  (bn) be two exponent sequences. We say
(a,b) G H P  if the set of finite limit points of the set ; i , j  G Nj 
is bounded,
(a, b) G H P  if there is c G [0,1) such that the set of finite limit 
points of the set { ^ ‘- i , j G N }  is contained in [0, c] U [1, oo).
For simplicity, we use the notation L I M { - }  for the set of the finite
limit points of the set {j^  : i , j  G N}. In [10], Lemma 5.1., K. Nyberg has
bj
proven the following :
L I M { j }  is bounded if and only if there exist strictly increasing se- 
b
quences of indices (rrii) and (n,·) such that
(t) sup Gjm.:
i T^li + \
< OO and (n) lim m^t+l
bm
=  oo
Using exactly the same argument, we prove the following lemma :
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Lemma : (a, b) G HP X I  if and only if there exist strictly increasing
sequences of indices (mi) and (rii) such that
(z) limsup < 1 and (ii) liininf ■ > 1
i-^ oo >-oo 0^ ^
Proof : By definition (a ,b) G HP X \  if and only if there exist
c G [0,1) such that L I M { - )  C [0, c] U [1, oo). Without loss of generality we 
a\
may assume < c < 1. We choose
0l
mi =  max{m : a „  < cbi} and Ui — max{?r : c6„ < Umj+i} 
Suppose m,· and rii have been chosen in such a way that
mi =  max{m : < c^n,_i+i} and ni =  max{n : c6„ <
then cbm+i > mi +  1; so choose
mi+i = max{m : Um < c6„;+i} > mi + 1
now we can take
ni+i = max{n : c6„ < ami+i+i} > Ui + 1
Hence by induction we construct subsequences (mi) and (rii) of N such 
that
< c < 1 and —-----> c
bn:' ,+l
which means
lim £ [0,c] and lim ^ [l,oo)Gjra:
г bH. +  1 n^,·
then it follows that
lim sup < I and ijm Jnf > 1
i bm+i ' bm
Conversely, let c =  lim sup <  1 and if possible p be a finite limit
i bm+1
point for some subsequences (/Zfc)^nd (i/k) of N such that c < p < I, i.e. 
lim —^  =  p. When > c i.e. A: is sufficiently large and m, < pk ^  ^¿+ifc-^ oo 6^ ^
we have z/fc < n». So ^  > ^7*^  ^· Since liminf we get p > 1
which is a contradiction. Therefore LIM{-r}  C [0,c] U [1, oo).
b
12
In the second part of [4], he considers pairs of Dragilev spaces which are 
defined by rapidly increasing Dragilev functions /  and g. He defines
f  y  g if g~  ^ o /  is a rapidly increasing function
f  ■< g if 0  ^ is a rapidly increasing function
f  ^  g if g~  ^ o /  and o g are both logarithmically convex and 
slowly increasing.
In our study of Sg(a,r) spaces we define the relations between /  and g 
as follows :
f  y  g if Va > 0 lim /  ^9(ax) 1
f  ^ g  if Va > 0 lim  ^ /1^^? =  1--------  o:-oo g-^f{x)
f  g if g~  ^o f  and o g are both convex, in other words there 
exist a and A > 0, such that g~  ^f { x )  =  \x -\- a V a; G K. But properties 
of a convex function (iv) gives cv =  0 so f ( x )  =  g(Ax).
We note that the conditions lim ' , , . =  1 for all a > 1 andf-^g(x)
f i  ^ x')lim -------=  oo for all 6 > 1 are equivalent. But in our considerations,
g-^f[x)
we are not assuming that /  and g are rapidly increasing.
Using this definitions and the vanishing of Ext functor between two 
Sg{a,r) spaces , we try to find similar conditions on (.S'*) as in the thesis 
of Hebbecker, with one exception : we could not find a condition to the case 
(5 /(a , —1), Sg{b, 1)) when f  g. Then we search the regularity in the cross 
and tensor products of the spaces.
13
Chapter 3
Some Results On The Pair {Sf{a,r), Sg{b, s))
In this chapter, first we give the proof of
Theorem 1 : Let E =  .Sj(a,r), F =  Sg(b,s) and assume that
Ext( E x F , E x F )  =  Q. Then E x  F htis a regular basis in the following cases
(0  f  ^ 9  or f  y  9 ■
(n) f  ~  9 and rs ^  —1.
3.1 (Sf(a, r), Sg(b, s)) (0 < r, s <  oo)
3.1.1 E  =  Sf(a,oo) F  =  S g (b ,oo )
Lemma 1 ;
(a) If  {Sf{a,oo) ,Sg{b,^))  e  (,?*), then
3 k \/ K ,m  3 n, ioijo V f > ¿0, V j  > jo ■
g{skbj) < /(r„Oi) 9{sKbj) < /(r„a,·).
(b) If {Sg{b,oo),Sf{a,oo)) e  (S*), then
3 k y  K ,m  3 n, io,jo V i > io, V i  >  jo : 
fi'^k^i) y  gi^nibj) ^  f(l'KO,i) ^  gi^nbj)·
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P ro o f : We only give the proof of (a), the other case is symmetrical, 
(a) We may choose < rk+i and 2sk < -sai+i , since 7·^ , Sk y '  oo. 
(5 /(a , oo), ,5'^ (6, oo)) G (S*) implies
V f.1 3 Uo,k V K, rn 3 7Z, ,3' > 0 V i y  :
firmai) -  g(skbj) <  S +  max{/(7’„cii) -  g{sKbj), f(rn^ai) -  g(Sf,bj)}
So we have
V g 3 Uo, k V K, m 3 n,S > 0 V i , j  : 
f(rmai) -  <  S +  g{skbj) -  gisf^bj)
and/or
g{^h bj  ^ gi^ Skbj^  ^ '3  3“ f
We can find ii,j\ G N such that for all i > ii, for all j  > ji  :
S +  g{skbj) -  g is^ j )  <  g{skbj) and S +  /(r „a i) -  /(r^a,·) <  /(r„a,·)
Since /  and g are convex, for all K  > k and m > rig we have
1 ^ Sk -  Sk ^  gish-bj) -  g{skbj)
2 ~ SK ~ 9(sKbj)
and
Thus
1 ^ rm -  ^ f(r„,ai) -  fjrngai)
2 "  rm ~ f(rmCli)
1 1
^9{sKbj) <  9{sKbj) -g{skbj)^<mA -f(rmai) <  /( r „ a i )  -  /(r„„a,·)
Then (5'/(a, oo), 65(6, oo)) G (-?*) =>
3 k y  K ,m  3 n, i i j i  V 7 > ¿1, V j  >  ji :
^g{sKbj) <  /(r„Oi) and/or ^ /(r„,a i) < g{skbj)
We can now find ¿2,/2 G N such that lor all 7 > ¿2, for all j  > /2 :
2f{rnai) <  f{rn+iai) and 2g{skbj) < g{sk+ibj)
So taking io =  max(7i , 72), jo -  m ax(/i,j2) we get
3 k y K ,m  3 77, io jo  y i > io, y j  > jo ■
g{Skbj) < ^  9{sKbj^ ^  f(rnO,i)
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Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f ^ 9  {Sj(a ,!x) ,S ,( t ,oo) )€{S·)  => ( r ‘ f(a),b) € HP.
Using Lemma 1 (a),
3 k V K,rn 3 n^ioiio V i > ioi V j  >  jo : 
g{skbj) < f{rmai) g{sKhj) < f(r„ai)
So
Sk 9 ^ 9 V K )<
9 bj
SR- 9 ^ 9 V(«.·)
b:
Since f  ^  g, lim  ^ . =  1 for all m.
i-^oog-^f(rmai)
Let y4 be a finite limit point of { - —  : z, j  G N}, then
3 k \/ K Sk ^ A ¿'A' < A
g~  ^J' \
which is a contradiction, since sk y '  oo. Hence L I M { ------ : i , j  e  N} is
bj
bounded, i.e. (g~^f(a),b) G HP. We know from the previous chapter, this 
condition is equivalent to
3 (mi),(?ij), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(i) sup-----—------— < oo and [n) h m ------------------=  oo
i Oni+i bm
If (a:i), {yi) denote the canonical bases in E, F  respectively, we claim that
• · · ) J/nj_i+l5 · · · 1 Urii) ^ m,+l) · · · ) y P n i+ ly  · · ■ (1)
is a regular basis for E x F.
( i i g { ^ k + l b n i ) )  ( ¡ { . f  i'f'k+lO’mi +  l ) )
First we show that — 7—7— 7—tt-  < — j-j7-----------^
J,g\Skbni)) e(/(?’/:«mi + l))
i.e. g{sk^ibni)-g{skbnf) <  /j?'fc+iam i+i)-/(rfca„,+i). By {ii) we have, 
\/ k 3io Vi > i o  <7“ V(«m i+l) ^  Sk+lbni- 
Hence, since r* / "  00, for large k we have
g{sk+ibm) <  /(am.+i) <  f{rkami+i) (*)
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Therefore
g{.sk i^hni) -  giskbm) < g{skJribni)
^ f  {fk^ m^i + l)
^ ./"(^ ’fc+l ^ OTi+1) f
Secondly we show thcit
Xf{rk+i(imi^y)) g(<7(sfc+l6„, + i))
<
if{rkami+i))
or fivk+iami+i) -  /(ryta„,+i) '< gisk+ibm+i) -  g{skbm+i). By using (i) 
and f  ^  g we have,
3 K W  k > k o 3 i o \ / i > i o  ^
This shows that 
So
f{rk+iami+i) < g(Skbni+l) (**)
< g{skbm+i)
— g(^k+lbni+l) g{^kbni+l)
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
(2) f  7H g : Although this case is known from Krone [7], for the sake of 
completeness we give its proof here.
By definition, there exists A > 0 such that f { x )  =  g{\x). Now we may 
take rk =  Sk /' oo and find increasing sequences (mi), (rii) which satisfy
• · · ^  bni ^  (^^ rrii+l ^  · · · — ^ ^«i+l ^  · · ·
Then we show, also in this case, that (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
First observe that Skbm <  rjtAa,„i+i, for all k. Since g is convex, we have
g{_Sk+\bni) ~  gi^kbui) ^  ,9'(^ A:+l Aflmi+l ) ~ gjf'k^O'mi+l)
('Sfc+l k^^ bjii 
g{Sk+lbni) ~ gi^kbm) ^  f{f'k+lO'mi + l) /(^fc^mi + l)
(r/t+i -  rk)\ami+i
(^ fc+l ’^A;)AotTO,+l
Since Sk+1 — Sk = Tk+i — f'k and
■'rii
Xanii+l
< 1, we get
g{^k+l^ni) gi^kbm) ^  f{f'k+l<^mi+l) f  {f'k^ m^.i+l)
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Next we use the same argument to get
f{rk+iarai+i) -  f{rkami+i) =  girk+i^^ami+i) -  9(rk>^ ci„,i^^ )
gi/’k+l^ ni+l^  gi^ k^ m+i^<
('^ ’fc+l k^} n^i + l
< g{sk+ib„i+i) -  g(skbni+i)
{rk+1 -  Vk)Xa t^ + 1
3.1.2 E  =  Sf(a,l) F  =  Sg(b,oo)
Lemma 2 ;
(a) If {Sf{a,l),S,{b,<^))  € (6'*), then
3 no, A; 'i K ,m  3 n, io,jo V i > ¿o, V i > jo :
giskbj) <  / ( (  '^ iio )ai) => gisKbj) <  /(2r„a i).
(b) If (5 ',(6,oo),6V(a,l)) e  (5*), then
3 no, k V A , m 3 n, 'I'OI Jo  ^ ^ A? ^ J ^ Jo · 
firkdi) < g{{ r^io )^i) ^  fi '^K^i) ^  gif^^ nbj)·
Proof :
(a) (5 /(a , 1), Sg{b, oo)) G (.?*) implies
V p 3 Ho·, k V K, m 3 n, A > 0 i , j  :
/ ( ? m«i) -  /(i'no«t) <  + iz('SA-^ i) -  g(s^bj)
and/or
g{si<bj) ~  g{^kbj) ^  3” f{f'n(ii) fi'f'm^ l'i)
Find io,jo G N such that
s + g(skbj) -  g{sg.bj) <  g{skbj)
and/or
Then
S 3" y(r‘n^i) ^  fij'n^i}
V /i 3 no, A; V A', m 3 n, io jo  V z > io, V /  > io
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f{rmai) -  /(r„„a,·) < g{skbj) and/or g{sKbj) -  g{skbj) <  /(r„a i) 
Then (S'y(a,l),5'^(6,oo)) G (5*) ^
3 no, A: V K, m 3 n, io,jo V z > ¿o, V /  > jo
< /((r^ -  r„Ja,·) gish-bj) < firnCii) + g(skbj)
So
3no,A; y  K ,m  3-n,io,jo > io, ^ j  > jo 
g{skbj) < fiirm -  r„Jai) ^  gisR-bj) <  /(2r„a i)
(6) We may prove in a similar way.
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f ^ g :  {Sf{a, 1), Sg{b, <x))) G (5*) ^  {g-'f{a) , b) G HP.
We use Lemma 2 (a) and a way similar to the proof of the theorem in (1), 
section 3.1.1. Then the same equivalent condition holds and we claim also in 
this case, that (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
First from (ii) and f  -< g,
w ·^ ·  jw / 9 ^f{ami+i)g ^fi{rk+i-rk)ami+i) ^dio Vг > lo and Vfc, ----- ;------------------ ---------- r------- >
bn, g~H{am,+i) k^+l
So we get
g{sk+ibm) -  g(skbni) < g(sk+ibni)
< fi(rk+i -  rk)a„ i^+i)
< f{rk+ia rrii^ l ) -  firkam i + l)
Next consider (i) and f  -< g
3, „ K  V i > , ; v t > f c .
bui+l
which shows /(^fc+iOmi+i) < g{skbm-ki)· Then
/(^A;+l®m,+i ) ■“ ^  f  {f'k+l l^'mi+i)
< g(skbn,+i)
— g{^k+ibm+i) g{^ kbm+i) 
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E  x F.
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(2) (S»(6,a:,),5,(o.l))e(S·) ^  € HP X l .
From Lemma 2 (6)
3uo,k  V K, m 3 n, io,jo V i > io, V j  > jo :
.  /~ V (^ j) -  S n M  . . <  /~ V (^ i) /~V (26„6j)
 ^ a* f~^9İbj) “  Öİ f~^9(bj)
Let A be a finite limit point of { f  9{bj) . , .
a;
3 k V/F r k < A
: i , j  e  N}. Since f  y  g, 
ric < A
but r/c y '  1, so there exists c G [0,1), such that A < c or A > 1 or 
equivalently
e N } C [0,c] U [l,oo)
Q>i
i.e. {f~^g(b),a) G H P  X l . This condition is equivalent to the following :
3 strictly'increasing sequences, such that
(z) limsup^^—9{bn,+i) ^  ^ liminf^^—9İXh±})_ ^
i—too (l"mi+l örn.·
If (a;,·), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
. . . , Xtrii-i+l 1 · · · 1 Xmi 1 Vni-^li · · · i 2/ni+i i ^?n,+l i · · · (2)
is a regular basis for E x F.
First we show that
f{rk+^am¿) -  firkami) <  g(sk+ibn,+i) -  g{skbm+i) 
We use (ii) and convexity of g
—I . W ' ‘ J W 7 \d Zo y I > lo and V k ------------- >
^mi
Hence
f { r k + i a m i )  -  f i r k d m i)  ' <  f{rk + \ a m i)
<  9 {brH-ki)
< 9{skbni- i^)
<  g{sk+ihni+i) -  giskhm^i)
Then we show
5^ (>Sfc+l^ n,+i ) ~ 9(^kbm^i) ^ /(^T+l^mj + l) ~/(^fc®m, + l)
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Let €k = -----—  > 1. Use ii) and f  y  g
rk+i -  Tk
«m.+l / <^/(On,+J
Now convexity of /  and g gives
g{sk+ibm+i) ~  ff(^kbni+,) < gi^k+iK+i)
^ /^:+l p/ \
k^+1
< firk+ia mi + 1 ) -  f{rka„г i+l) 
Therefore (2) is a regular basis for E x F.
(3) f ^ g  : {Sf(a,l) ,S,{b,cx3))eiS*)  => ia,b) G HP.
Since f  ^  there is A > 0 such tluit g~^f{x) =  Ax.






If A is a finite limit point of : z, j  G N} , then
Brio k^ \/K^m 3n such that Sk < A Sk < A
 ^Tlo) A2? 72
which contradicts the finiteness of A. Hence (a, b) G HP. Thus we have 
3 (m i),(nj), strictly inci'Ccising sequences, such that
(z) sup — < 00 and (ii) lim 
i bm+i
® m, +1 00
If (xi), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that 
(1) is a basis for E x F.
By (ii),
1
V  ^3 z„ Vz > io ■Sfc+l ^ (^ mi+1< —----, Since Sk+i,X(r-k+i -  rk) bm 1'k+l — rk
y '  00
So
g(sk+ibm) -  g(skbn,) < g(sk+ibm)
< g((rk+i -  rk)Xami+i)





3 io,ko \ / i > i o y k > k o  '^=+1
^ni+i 2Ar,fc+i
f(rk+iami+i) -  f{rkami+i) =  i/(n-+iAa,„.^J -  (/(r^Aa^.^J
< 5'(rfc+iAa„,^ J
< :^ 9{sk+ibni+i)
^ </('5fc+l^ni+l) “  5'('5A:^ ni + l)
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
3.1.3 E  =  Sf{a,l) F  =  Sg(b,l)
Lemma 3 ;
(a) If {Sf{a,l),Sgib,l)) G (5*), then
3 no, A; V A", m 3 n, ¿o,io V z > io, V ;  > jo :
g{skbj) < fi(rm -  r„Ja,·) gisKbj) <  /(2r„ai).
6^; If iSg{b,l),Sfia,l)) G G?*), i/^ cn
3 no, A: V K, m 3 n, io jo  V i > io, V j  >  jo :
fi'^k^i) gii^m r^io)bf) ^  fij'K^ i^) ^  gij^^nbjf
The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 2, so we omit it. 
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f - < g :  iS A a , l ) ,S g (b , l ) ) e (S * )  => {g-^f{a),b) e  HP
Lemma 3 (a) gives
3no,A; 'i K ,m  3n,Zo,io i >  io, j  > jo ■ 
g{skbj) <  / ( (  ) g{sKbj) <  / ( 2r„ai)
So
g V(at)  ^g . g V(«»)  ^g V(«i)
■Sfe _,V 77-------- -— < -----1------  ^  ^ -----g f'no)(i'i) bj </-i/(2r„ai) bj
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Let A be a finite limit point of { ---- ]  ^ : i ,j  E. N}. Since f  g we have
3 k y  K  S k <  A SK < A
But 5/c y  1, so there exists c e [0,1), such that A < c or A >  l.This 
means that
: i , j  e N} C [0,c] U [l,oo)
i.e. (g ^ /(a),6) G H P X l . This condition is equivalent to the following
3 strictly increasing sequences, such that
(z) lim sup-----—------— < i and (zz) lim m i------- ----------  > 1
¿-.OO + l bni
If (xi)  ^ (Vi) denote the canonical bases in E^F respectively, we claim that
• · · 5 2/n,_i+l 5 · · · ? Vm ? ^mi + l ? · · · ? ·) J/n^  + l ? · · · (1)
is a regular basis for E x F.
In the first case we use (zz) and f  -<
-1· 9~'^fiami+l)g~^f{(,rk+l -rk)ami+l) ^3io Vz > to and VA;, ------- --------------------^
So we get
Ki 9
9{sk+ihm) -  giskhni) < g{sk-\-ibni)
< f{{rk+l-rk)ami+l)
< f{rk^\ami-kl) -  f{rkami+l)
In the second case put e*, = Sk+l > 1. Then
Sk+l — k^
q i. q · V,· ^ W Z. ^  ^ ^ ^q ko q io _  0^) y k ^ ko^  , i r/ \ ^ Z^:+i
K  + l
by using (f) and f  y  g- From the convexity of /  and g, we have 
ekf{rk+iami+i) < f{^krk+iami+i) <  g{sk+ibni+i)
and
/(rfe+lOmi+i) - /(z’-tam.+i) < f(rk+iam,+^)
S g{sk-\-iOni i^)
k^-hi
< g{sk+ibni+i) -  g{skbm+i)
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
(2) f  Q : We may take rk =  Sk y  1 and follow proof of (2) in the 
subsection 3.1.1
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3 .2 ( S f ( a , r ) , S g { b , s ) )  ( - o o < r , . s < 0 )
3.2.1 E  =  Sf(a,0) F  =  Sg(b,0)
Lemma 4 ;
(a) If {Sfia,0),Sg(b,0)) e (S*), then
Mfx 3 Ho, k Vm 3 io jo  V i >  ¿0, Vi > jo :
< /(knol«i) ^  < fi\rm\ai).
(b) If {Sg(b,0),Sj{a,0)) e {S% then
W/j. 3 Uo, k V m . 3 ¿o,io V z > io, Vi >  jo ; 
/(^^1«*·) < <7{kno|i»i) f{\rk\ai) < g{\sm\bj).
Proof : We only give the proof of (a), the other case is symmetrical.
First observe that 0 |ryt| \  0 and Sk F  t) |sa;| \  0. So we may
choose 2|ri;+i| < \rk\, 2|6-a;+i | < |st|.
(5'/(a,0),,5'p(6,0)) G (S*) implies
V yu 3 Uoi k V K, m 3 n, > 0 V i , j  :
i^\^ k\bj) -gi\sK\bj) <  S +  fi\rm\ai) -  f{\rn\ai)
and/or
fil^nolai) -  f{\rm\ai) < S +  g(\s^ ,\bj) -  
We can find io,jo € N such that for all i > io, for all j  >  jo :
s + f(\rm\ai) -  f{\rn\ai) < fi\rm\ai)
and
+ 9{\sA^j) -  9il k^\bj) <  <7(k^| ·^)
Since /  and g are convex, for all K  > k and for all m > Uo we have
1 Nfcl -  kA-| .  9(\sk\bj) -  g(\sK\bj)
2 -  |6,| -
and
2 “  |r„J ~ filrnoWi)
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V ^ 3 Hq, h V Tin 3 ioijo V X ^ j  ^ Jq ,
] g^{\sk\hj) < fi\rm\ai) and/oi· ^/(|r„J«i) < g{\s^\bj) 
By the assumption about |rfc| and •|sa:|, we have for all i , j  :
2f{\rm\ai) < fi\rm-i\ai) and 2g{\Sf,\bj) < g{\Sf,-i\bj)
So we get
V ^ 3 no,  ^ V m 3 io jo  V i > io, y  j  > jo ■ 
g{\sT^ \bj) < fi\rno\ai) => g{\sk\bj) <  /(|r„|ai)
So
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f y g  : {Sf{a,0),S ,(b ,0))^(S^)
By using the Lemma 4 (a)
(a J -^ g {b ) )e H P .
y  g 3 rio, k V m 3 ¿o,io y  i > i o  Vj > jo :
So
1 /  V(l^/i|^·) ^ ai
knol f~^g{bj) f~^g(bj)
1 /  g^{\sk\bj) ^  tti
f-^g{b,) -  f-^g{bj)
Since f  y  g, lim ^ r ~i ' ^  ^ Let A be a finite limit point of
f-^g{bj)
{ X : i , j  e N ,} then
/  ^gw)
3uo V m < A < A
which is a contradiction, since i— r oo. Hence L IM { . . : i , j  & N}
rm| f~^g{bj)
is bounded, i.e. {a,f~^gib)) G HP, which is equivalent to
3 (m,),(?ii), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(i) sup r S l T  i ^ \
If (xi), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
(1)
=  OO
• · · i J/nt_i+l ·)····> Vrii ? ^mt + l T^Ui^ i ? 2/^ t-f l 5 * · *
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is a regular basis for E x F. 
Since (ii) holds, we have





-.9(kA:+l|i>n.·) <  gilsklKi)
<  f(\rk\ami+i) -  f{\rk+i\arni+i)
In the second case we have by (i) and f  >- g, so
3 koV k > ko 3io \/ i >  io m^j+l /  ^<7(k+i) <1
f~^9{bn,+l) f~^g{\Sk+l\bni+l) Vk
This shows that f{\rk\ami+,) < |¿»n.+ı)·
/(kfcl ^ mt+i ) -  f(\rk+i\a mi+1 ) <  fi\n\ ^ TUi^ l )
< </(|5fc+i|6„. + i)
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
(2) /  fB 9 : ( 5 , (a, 0), 5,(6,0)) € (,S'·) ^  (a, i) € HP.
We do not need this condition in showing the regularity of the basis (1), but 
we give the proof for completeness.
From the lemma,
'i g 3rio,k V m 3 io jo  V i >  io, Vj >  jo :
1 /  ^ ___a± 1 /  V(kfel^i) ^  a
no I f~'a(!>i) f  's (h ) f - ' s i h )  -  f - ' s ( h )
So f  PH g gives, there exists A > 0 such that f ( x )  =  .^(Ax).













which is a contradiction. Hence LIAd{^  ; i , j  G N} is bounded, i.e.
(a, b) G HP.
Now we may take \vk\ =  l-SAil \  0 and find increasing sequences (mi), {ni) 
which satisfy
• · · ^  bni ^  ^ · · · ^  — n^i+1 ^ · · ·
Then we show, also in this case, that (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
First observe that < |rfc|AaOT.+i, VA:. Since g is convex, we have
(\ 17  ^ r , ( \ a  I7>  ^ 9i\^ k\bnj) \bnj ) \ _  /1 I I IN<7 (I-5 A; I On,·) 5(pfc+l|On,) ^ /1.1 I h/, AUmi + l (|? A; | |rfc.^ i|)
(I*’A· I PA+lDOni
< ,<7(kA|Aiim.+l) -ii(|rA,+i|Aa,„;+i)
= /(|?'A|Oin,'+l) “  /(I^ A+1 |Om,'+l)
Similarly
f{\rk\ami+i) -  /(kA+lkm.+i) = </(|?-A | AUm^+i ) “  i/( |?'A+11 Aa„^  ^J
/ i/(kA|i«.+l) -  <7(|5A+i |6„.+i )^ I , ,
< <7(|-SA|f>ni+l) — <7(|-SA+l|6ni+l)
+ 1
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
3.2.2 E  =  Sf(a,^) F  =  Sg{h,-l)
Lemma 5 ;
(a) If  (6 V (a ,0 ),S ',(6 ,-l)) G (-S’ ), then
W/j, 3rio,k VA", m 3n, io jo  V i >  V ;  > jo :
f{\rm\ai) < <7((|5a| -  kA'D i^) .f{Ko\ai) < <7(2|5^ |6j).
(b) If {S ,(b ,- l ) ,S f{a ,0 ))  G (.S’ ), then
V^ i 3 Ho, k VA", n\ 3n, ioJo V i > io, V j  > jo ;





(a) (5/ ( 0,0), 65(6, - 1)) € (/S'*) implies
V /i 3 Uoi k V K,rn 3 n, 5  > 0 V i,/
/(knol«i) -/(k m | ai) < S + gi\Sf,\bj) -5f(|s*,|6,·)
g{\sk\bj) -  g(\sK\bj) < S +  f{\rm\ai) -  /(|r„|oi)
V // 3 no, A; V K, m 3 n, io, /0 i > i o ,  V / > /0 
/(knol«e) -  /(km|«i) <
and/or
5'(k*;| i^) ^  /(km|Oi)
or equivalently
V /i 3 no, V K, m 3 n, ¿o,io V i > to, V / > Jo
fi\rm\ai) < (^(|3fc| -  |5A'|)^ ·) /(knol«i) < f{\rm\ai)+g{\s^\bj)
So
V yu 3 no,  ^ \/ K ,m  3 n, io,io V i > io, V j  > jo
f{\rm\ai) <  (/((k^-l -  \si<\)'hj) /(k n joy ) < 5-(2|s |^6/)
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f  y  9 · (5 /(o ,0 ) ,5 j (6 ,- l ) )  G (5 ·) ^  {a,f-^g{b)) e  HP.
This can be proven in an exactly similar way as we have done in (1) of the 
proof of theorem in the previous section 3.2.1. Then similarly we show (1) is 
a regular basis for E x F.
In the first case put Ck =
\ n \
kfcl -  ln-+i|
> 1. Then
n· W ·^ · iwr. «m^+i /  ^g(bni) ^  13 ,, V. > !„ and Vk, j “  |.>|
by using (ii) and f  F g- From the convexity of /  and g, we have
k^9i\sk\bni) < g{ k^\sk\bni) < f{\rk\ami+i)·
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gil^klKi) - 9{\sk+i\Ki) < 9i\sk\bni)
< kfcl -  \rk+i\ 
h’fcl
fi\rh\ami+i)
< f{\rk\ami+l) -  f{\rk+l\ami + l)
In the second case we use (¿) and f  y  g·,
3io, ko Vz > io and Wk > ko
So we get
/  ^giKi+i) <
f-^g{bm+i) f-^g(i\sk\ -  \sk+i\)bn,+i) |rfc|
f  {\f'k\^ Tni+i) /(l^/s+l ^ filfklo-mi+i)
<  </((kfc| -  kfc+l|)in,+l)
< <7(|5i:|6„;+i) -5r(|5^+i|6„.+i)
(2) f  g ■ Using Lemma 5 (6) we may prove :
(S ,(6 ,-l) ,5 ;(a ,0 ))€ (5 ·)  =!· {b,g-'f(a))€HP X I
in a similar way in (2) of the proof of the theorem in 3.1.2.
This condition is equivalent to the below one ;
3 (mt),(ni), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(i) lim sup—  -----T < 1  and (ii) lim inf—
¿^oo g-\f{ami+i) i^oo g-^f{a^J
If (a:i), (yi) denote the canonical bcises in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
. . . , X-mi-i+l 1 · · · ·> r^tii) J/ni+1 ·) · · · 1 Vm^ i i ^mi+11 ■ · · (2)
is a regular basis for E x F.
Use (ii) to get
V k Bio Vi >  io bni+i ^  1
g |"SA;|
Then since [r^ l \  0, Bko W k > ko, |rfc| < 1.
f{\f'k\^ m,i) /(l^fc+1 |®m,) — f  i\^ k\(^ mi)
<  / ( « m j
^ 5'(k’A:+l|&ni+l)
^ fl'(|'SA:|^ n,+l) l^ ni + l)
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In the second case we use (e) and f  ■< g
b.
3 ko'i k >  ko ^ io'^ i ^  io
»1 + 1 g \f{ami+\) ^  1
g f^{^mi-\-l)g ^/((|r¿+i|am,-|-l) I'S/tl
Then
5'(kfc|^»i+l) i/d' f^c+l I^ Tii+i) ^ g{\^ k\bni \^)
^ / ( |^ A:+1 + l )
< /(kd«r»i + l) -  /(|rfc+l |α„гi+^ )
Therefore (2) is a regular basis for E x F.
(3) f ^ g .  (6V(a,0),5’, ( 6 , - l ) ) G ( 5 * )  
In this case we have




A(|sfc| -  1)
Uo I
■where A is a finite limit point of G N}. Hence (a, b) G HP. Thus we
have
3 {mi),(ni), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(¿) sup -AEtL ^  oo and (ii) lim 6„,. ·■ -
oo
1 (^ m+i <-'ni
If (xi), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
(1) is a basis for E x F.
We assume 2|rfc+i| < \vk\ since \  0 and put \rk\ =  |5fc| -  |sfc+i|, where 
|sfc| \  1. By (ii),
V A: 3 ¿0 Vf > io A|r





— í7(kA:|AOm,+l) !/(kfe+l k^mí+l)
=  fi\rk\a,m+i) -  f(\rk+i\a^i+i)
Now we use (f), f  g and the equivalence relation between \rk\ and |si;|. 
Moreover since S'/(a,0) =  5 /(0 ,0 ) where a¿ =  cai for some constant c > 0,
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we may assume without loss of generality that Xa-mj+l
Mi + i
<  1. Hence
f ih \  )-f{\rk+i\
=  i/((l^ fc| -  l·s^ -+ı|)Aα^ .^ J
^ + — 5'd'S/j+l
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
3.2.3 E  =  S f ( a , - l )  F  =  S , ( b , - l )
Lemma 6 ;
(a) If {S f (a ,- l ) ,S ,{b ,- l ) )  € (5*), then
Vyw 3 Uo,k VK,m Bn,io,jo Vi > io, vy > jo :
f{\rm\ai) < -  |5a-|)6j) f(\rno\ai) < g{2\s^\bj).
(b) If iS ,{b ,- l ) ,S f {a ,- l ) )  e (-S-), then
Vyu 3 Uo, k fK,  m 3n, io,jo V i > io, V i  > jo :
9{\sm\bj) < f(i\rk\ -  |rA-|)ai) giWolbj) < /(2|r ,^|ai).
Proof : It is the same as the proof of Lemma 5.
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f y g  : {Sf{a, -l) ,S,{b, -l))e(S*)  ^  {a, f-^g{b)) e IIP X l . 
By Lemma 6 (a)
V/i 3 no, A; V K, m 3 io,jo V i > io, V; > jo :
f{\rm\ai) < (^(|sfc| -  kAd) i^) => /(kno|«t·) < g{2\s^ \bj)
So
Qii
< 1 /  -  l-SA'D^ j)
f~'^9ibj) \r·.
^ 1 /  V(2l5^|6j)
f~^g{bj) |r„J f-^g{bj)
Let A be a finite limit point of · d i  G N}. Since f y g .
Buo V m
rio I
< A < A
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But -j— r 1, so (a ,f  s(b)) € H P  . This condition is equivalent to the
rrn\
below one :
3 (m,·), (ui), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(i) limsup (*0 lim inf >  1
¿-oo f-^gibni+i) i-^ oo f-^g(bn,) -
If {xi), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E,F  respectively, we claim that
• · · ) 2 /n i _ i + l  T ■ · · 1 Vni 1 Xmi-\-\ 1 · ■ ■ 1 > 2/n; +  l j · · · ( 1 )
is a regular basis for E x F.
But this can be proven in exactly same way as given in the proof of (1) in 
the section 3.2.2.
(2) f ^ g  : (S , {b , -L ) ,S f {a , - l ) )  e  (S*) ^  i b , g - ^ f ( a ) ) e H P X l .  
Similar to (2) of the theorem in 3.2.2.
(3) /  ~  : We may put jr^ l =  |si,| \  1 and apply the same proof as we
have done in the subsection 3.1.1.
3.3 (5 /(a , r), Sg{b, s)) ( —00  < r < 0 , 0 < s <  oo)
3.3.1 E  =  Sf(a,0) F  =  Sg{b,oo)
Lemma 7 ;
If (,Sy(a,0),5,(6,cx))) e {S %  then
(of 3 h V /1, TTi 3 Iq^ Jo V X ^ V j ^ Jo .
f(\rm\Oi) < gish-bj) f(\rno\oi) < g(Skbj)
(b) 3 no,  ^ V K, m 3 io,jo V i >  io, y  j  > jo ■
g(skbj) <  /((|r„J -  |r^|)«i) g(sKbj) <  /(|r„Ja,·)
Proof : Observe that 0 => |r^| \  0 and Sk X  oo. So we may
choose 2|rfc+i| <  \rk\, 2sk < Sk+i- (Sf{a,0), Sg(b,oo)) e  (S*) implies
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V // 3no,k  V K, rn 3n, ,S' >  0 V i j  : 
g(sKbj) -  giskbj) <  S +  /(|rm|a,·) -  /(|r„|ai)
and/or
/(knol«t) -  f{\rm\ai) < S +  g{skbj) -  gis^bj)
We can find ioijo G N such that for all i >  for all j > jo :
s  +  fi\rm\a )^ -  f{\rn\ai) < f{\rm\cii)
and
So
S + g{skbj) -  g{s ,^bj) < g{skbj)
3uo,k V A", m 3z'o,io V i > io, V /  > jo : 
g{sKbj) -  g{skbj) < /(|r^|a,·)
and/or
f(\rnoWi) -  f(\rm\ai) < g{skbj) (*)







3 tIq  ^1
<
sk gi.sKbj)
''no \ -  \rm\ ^ fi}rno\ai) -  f{\rm\ai)
Tio I
^g{sKbj) < f{\rm\ai) and/or ^ /(|r„Ja i) <  g{skbj) 
From 2|r^ | <  Ir^-il and 2sk <  sjt+i and convexity it follows that
2/(|An|«0 < /(km -i|«i) and 2g{skbj) <  g{sk+ibj) 
3uo,k  V K, m 3 io,jo V i >  to, V ; >  jo :
fi\rm\ai)<g(sKbj) ^  f{\rno\ai) < giskbj)
(b) From (*)
3uo,k  V K ,m  3 io jo  V i > ¿0, V i  > jo :
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g{skbj) < /((|r„J -  |r„|)ai) < /(|r„Ja,:) -  /(|r^|a,·)
^  g(sKbj) <  fi\rm\ai) +  giskbj) <  /(|r„Jai)
Proof of the Theorem :
(l) f y g -  №(«,0),S,(6,oo))€(.S'·) =;. ( a , r ‘ g (b ) )€HP.
By usirxg the Lemma 7 (a)
3rio,k V K, m 3 io,jo V i >  V j  >  jo :
f g i ^ n b j )  /(h ’nol^ i) g(^kbj)
So
1 /  ^ _  ai ^  ^  «i
k n j f~^g(bj) Vm\ f~^g(bj) f-^g{bj)
Let x4 be a finite limit point of { : i , j  G N, } then
f~^g{bj)
3uo V m -— 7 < A
FnJ
< A
which is a contradiction, since — r oo. Hence L IM { . , , ■ i , j  € M}
Fml _ _ f~^g{bj)
is bounded, i.e. (a, f~^g(b)) G HP, which is equivalent to
3 (m i),(ni), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(0  sup — r < oo and (ii) lim ,
i /  ^g{bn,+i) ^g{bni)
If (a;i·), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
(1)
=  OO
• · · 9 2 /n t _ l + l  ? · · · ? Uni 5 r^rii-^ l ? · · · ? ·) 2 /n ,-f l  ?
is a regular basis for E x F.
Since (ii) holds, we have same io, K  such that for all i >  ig for all k > kg
1  ^ «m.+l f~^g{bn,) , .V. , X /  r/L. K ^X» ' " ’ ' . , gySk+lb-ni) ^  fy\Vk+l\o,mi+l)
So
kfc+i| /  ^g(bni)f ^g{sk+ibm)
g{sk+ibni) -  g(skbni) <  g{sk+ibni)
< f{\rk+l\ami+l)
< fi\rk\ami+i) -  f(\rk+i\a,ni+i)
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In the second case we have by (i) and f  y  g, so
3 ko y  k > ko 3 io i > ic
a■OT.'+I <
f-^9(bn,+i) -  |r,|
This shows that ) < 5'(^n,+i) <  si^kbm+i)·
) “  / ( k ‘fc+1 |®TOt+l ) — / (  k'A: )
<  g(skbni+i)
< gisk+ibm+i) -  g{skbm+i)
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E  x F.
(2) f  < 9  : {Sf{a, 0), S,{b, oo)) G (S*) => {g-^f(a), b) G HP.
This can be proven also in a similar way, so we do not need to give the proof. 
Equivalently we have
3 {mi),(7ii), strictly increasing sequences, such that
/ g  ^ j  i ·‘\ }· S f(z) sup------T“-----—  < OO and (гг) h m -------- r--------- =  oo
i bm+i bn.
Then we show that (1) is a regular basis for E  x F. Similar to the previous 
one, in the first step we use (ii) and f  y  g to get
g{sk+ibn,) -  giskbm) < f{\rk\ami+i) -  f{\rk+i\a„,,+i)
And secondly use (i) to get
f{\f'k\0'mi+i) ~  ,/(|^ A:+l|i*m,+ i) ^  + l g{^kbm+l)
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
(3) f «  9 ■ ,0 ),5 ,(6 ,.oo)) e  (5 -) ^  (a, b) G HP.
From the lemma.
3 Ho, k V K, m 3 io·) Jo V i > io, V ;  >  jo :
1 f~^g(skbj) ^ ai _V 1 f~^g{sKbj) ^  ai
krioi f~^g(bj) f~^g{bj) |^ m| f~^g{bj) “  f~^g{bj)
So /  w ¿r gives
3 no, k V A^ , m 3 io jo Vz ^ 0^1 V 7 ^ jo ■
Sk  ^ CLi sk
A|^ no 1 bj A|r„J -  b,
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Let A he a. finite limit point of { ^  :«, j  € N, } then





which is a contradiction. Hence L IM {j^  : i , j  G N} is bounded, i.e. 
(a, b) G HP. Thus we have
3 strictly increasing sequences, such that
{i) sup < oo and (ii) lim =
i bm+i bn^
oo
If (xi), {iji) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
(1) is a regular basis for E x F.
By (n)
y k 3 i o  Vi >  i, => Sk+ibn, <  A|rfc+i|a,n.
'k+11 + 1
So
g{sk+i^ni) -  g(skbni) <  g{sk+ibn,)
< g{X\rk+i\arr,i+i)
< fi\rk+i\ami+i)
< fi\rk\a m^+1 ) -  fi\rk+i\a mi + l)
By (i)
3 kn'i k > ko3 io'i i ^  i b
^ k^
n^.i+1 A|r^ |




< g{sk+ibm+i) -  g{skbm+i) 
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
3.3.2 E  =  S f ( a , - l )  F  =  Sgib,oo)
Lemma 8 ;
If iSf ia , - l ) ,Sgib ,oo) )  e (S*), then
3uo,k  \/ K.^m 3io.,jo V i > io, Vj >  jo
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(a) f{\rm\ai) < gii^K -  Sk)bj)
(b) g{^kbj) < /((k?Xol ~ \'>'m\)(l'i)
f(\ ^ Tlo l«t) <  gisKbj).
g(sKbj) <  /(|r„Jai).
Proof : (,S7(a, —1), 5,(6, oo)) € (S*) implies
V fi 3 iio^  k V A7 m 3 n, S > 0 V i , j  : 
g{sKbj) -  g(skbj) < S + /(|r^|ai) -  /(|r„la,·)
and/or
f(Ko\ai) -  fi\rm\ai) < S + giskbj) -  g(Sf,bj)
If we proceed cis in the cases above, we get
3 Uo, k V A", m 3 io,jo y  i > i o ,  V j  > jo : 
gisK'bj) -  g{skbj) <  f(\r„,\ai)
and/or
/(knol«i) -  f{\rm\ai) < giskbj)
So, {Sf{a,-l) ,Sg{b,oo))  e  (S*)
3 TIq^ k \/ A , Til 3 Zq ^ J 0 J J 0 '
(«) f{\rm\ai) < g{{sK -  Sk)bj) fi\rno\ai) < g(sKbj)
{b) gi^kbj) < /((Israel ^  gi^iibj) ^
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f > - 9  · (6 V (a ,- l ) ,A ,(6 ,o o ) )e (5 * )  :4> { a J - ^ g { b ) ) e H P  X I .  
From the lemma (a) and putting A to be a finite limit point of
3 no V m A >
no I
A >
which shows that { a , f  ''g{b)) G H P X l  . This condition is equivalent to the 
below one :
3 (m i),(ni), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(i) limsup . ■ — 7 < 1  and (ii) liminf X X X t >  1
 ^  ^ ¿-.oo f-^g{bn,+i) . ¿-c« f-^g{bn,) ~
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If (a:i), (i/i) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
I Vni-i+l }····> Vrii 1 ^ mi+l ) · · · ? ^mi^i ? J/n, +  l i · · · (1)
is a regular basis for E x F.
In the first case we use (ii) and f  y  g and put >  1,
¿+1 /  V(^n.) ^ 1
So we get
V k m V? > j
!~^g{tkSk^\hn,) ~ \rk\
tkg{sk+ibni) <  g{tkSk+lbni) <  f{\rk\ami+i)
Hence
g{sk-\-ibm^  gi^k^m  ^ — gi^k+ibrii)
<* —/(kfc|«mi + l) 
k^
< fi\rk\ami+l) -  f(\rk+l\ami+l)
In the second case
ami+i f  ^9{bni+l) ^  1
3io ,ko '^ i> io& n d \ / k> ko ,  j .  ^ f - i  / /  \ "  \ if  9 i K + i ) f  9{{Sk+i -  Sk)bn,+i) |rfc|
by using (i) and f  y  9.
f i h \  ^ TUi^ l )-f{\rk+i\ f(\rk\a nii^ l )
— 5^ (('5A:+1 k^^ bjii-\-l^
— i/(' f^c+i ^ «¿+1) gi.^kbm+i')
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F.
(2) f  ^ 9  ■ iS f{a ,- l ) ,S g {b ,oo ))  e  (S*) => {9~'^f{a),b) G HP.
From (a)
3uo , k  V K,  m 3n,  io jo  V i >  ¿0, V ;  >  jo :
5fc—tttt;— I— i— rr~r < — ;------  — r-r^ -------r <
'9~'^f{{Ko\-  km lK ) ,<7" bj
g—l \
Let yl be a finite limit point of { - — 7— — : i , j  G N}. Since f  y. g,
3 k y i<  S k < A sk <  A
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which is a contradiction, hence L IM { -—'  ^ : i,j € N} is bounded, i.e.
(g~^  € HP, which is equivalent to
3 (mi),{ni), strictly increasing sequences, such that
^ 9  ^ · ] / ■ ^ - 9  +(г) sup----- ---------— < oo cind (n) h m ------- j-------- - =  oo
i t>Tii+i Om
If (.Tj), (yi) denote the canonical bases in E,F  respectively, we claim that
• · · 1 V n i - i + l i  ■ ■ ■ 1 IJnii ^nii+l·,  · · · 1 -'i-’mi+i > ?/n, + l? · · · (l)
is a regular basis for E x F.
First from (u) and /  ^  y,
So we get
gisk^riK,) -  gi^kK,) <  g{sk+\bn,)
< fii\rk\ -  \rk+l\)ami+l)
^  J(\f'k\^ mi+l) J(\f'k+l\^ mi+l)
Next consider (i) and f  < g
which shows f{\rk\ami i^) < g{skKi+i)· Then
f{\n\ ^ mi^ \ ) -  fi\rk+i\ f(\rk\ ^ TUi + i )
<  g{skbni+i)
< g{sk+ibm+i) -  giskbm+i) 
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x F,
(3) / R ! s :  (,S y (a .- l),5 ,(i.,oo ))e  (S ') => ( a , b ) €HP.
Since f  ^  g, there exists A > 0 such that g~^  f(x) = \x.
3uo,k y  K,m 3n,io,jo V z > ¿o, V ;  >  j/o ;
Sk
A(|r„J -  |r^ |) "  h
tti Sk ^ o,i 
^knol “  bj
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If A is a finite limit point of { ^  : i j  G N} , then
3uo, k Vhi, m 3?7, Sk < A Sk <  A
-  kml) ■ ' "  A|r„„,
which contradicts to the finiteness of A. Hence (a, b) G HP. Thus we have
3 (mi), (ni), strictly increasing sequences, such that
(i) sup -Aii±i < oo and (ii) lim =  oo
i On.+i bm
If (xi)y {yi) denote the canonical bases in E ,F  respectively, we claim that
(1) is a regular basis for E x E.
By (ii),








g{sk+iK ) -  di^kbn,) <  g(sk+ibn,)
<  (^(|n-| -  kfc+i|)Aa m i+ l)
<  <7(kit|Aa,„.+i)-ir(|rfc+i|Aa,„.+i) 
= f i \ r k \ a m i + i )  -  /(|rfc+i|a„ .^+i)
And by (i),
3 io,ko'^ i >  io and \/ k > k,O j  ^
U^i + l A|rfc|
Hence
=  g(Mrk\am,+J 
— giSk^Tii+l)
< g(sk+ibn,+i) -  g(skbn,+i) 
Therefore (1) is a regular basis for E x E.
3.3.3 E  =  S f ( a , - l )  F  =  S, (b, l )
Lemma 9 ;
If ( Sf ( a , - l ) , Sg(b , l ) )  G (S*), then
3uo , k  V K ,m  3io,jo V i >  i^ Vj >  jo 
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(a) /(¡rmiai) < g((sK -  Skjbj)
(b) giskbj) < /((|r„J -  \rm\)ai)
/(I ^ llo I«;) < gisKbj). 
aisKbj) < /(I ^nol^z)·
Proof : The same cis the Lemma 8 in the section 3.3.2.
Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f y g ·  G S > (a ,- l) ,5 ,(6 ,l ) )e (6 '* )  ^  { a j -^g{b) )  e  H P  X l .
Similar to (1) in section 3.3.2.
(2) f ^ g :  ( ,S V (a ,-l) ,5 ,(6 ,l))e O S * ) ^  { g-X{a) , b)  ^ H P  X l .
It is the same as (2) of the section 3.3.2, except the conclusion. Since Sk X  1 
we have (g~  ^f (a) ,b)  G H P  X l  from
3 k \/ K  Sk < A 
For the regularity of the basis (1) we use
Sk < A
(i) lim sup^~'{^''"·"^^ < 1 and (■«) liminf >  1
i-^ oo i—*oo c?n.
instead of
/  i / ' / ( « 7 n i + i )  ^ * , i-\ V 9  V ( « m ; + l )(г) sup — ;--------— < oo and (гг) h m ------- -----------=  oo
i bm+i bm
in 3.3.2 and result follows similarly.
3 .3 .4 E  =  Sf{a,0) F  =  S, (b, l )
Lemma 10 ;
/ /  (5 /(a ,0 ),5 V (J .l)) e (S·). then
3no , k  K , m  3ioJo V z > 0^7 J — Jo ·
(a) f{\rm\0.i) < g{{sK -  Sk)bj) f{\rno\ai) <  gisKbj)
(b) g(skbj) <  /{(|r„J  -  |r,„|)ai) g{sKhj) <  fiXnoW,
Proof : It is the same as in the Lemma 8.
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Proof of the Theorem :
(1) f y g  : iSf{a,0),S,{b, l ) ) e i S * )  => (a, f-^g{b))  e  HP.
Similar to the previous section 3.3.3.
(2) f ^ g :  i Sf { a , 0 ) , S, { b , l ) ) e ( S* )  => { g - ^ f { a ) , b ) e H P X l .  
Similar to the previous section 3.3.3.
(3) f ^ g  : (5V(a,0),6V(6,l))€OS*) ^  (a,b) e  HP.
Similar to (3) in section 3.2.2, putting |rfc| =  Sk+i — 3 .^
Now we give the proof of
Theorem 2 : Let E =  Sfia,r), F  = Sg{b,s) and assume that 
Ext(.£' X F ,E  X  F) =  0. Then E ® t^ F  has a regular basis in the following 
cases (i) J -<g or f  y  g.
[ii) f ~ g  and r s \  —1.
Proof : We only give the proof for E  =  Sf(a,oo), E — Sg{b,oo) and 
f  ^  g case, all the other cases being similar. ,5'/(a,oo) Sg{b,oo) is 
isomorphic to the Kothe space MC) where 
We define rio =  0 and
and
I  =  |^{(??r,?r) : mi +  1 < m < m,+i, n < 
¿=1
J =  (J { (m ,n )  : m < mi+i, ni +  1 < n <  «¿+1}. 
¿=0
Then /  UJ =  N x N ,  /  nJ =  0. ( See the figure ) Now we define a matrix 
(A in )  by
f, f if ( r^n,n) G /
First we show that the matrices and are equivalent. If
(m,n)  G 7, then there is a unique i such that ?7Zi +  1 < m < n < rii.
{*)
g(skbn) <  g{skbn,) <  f{rkami+l) < f{rkam) < f{rk+iam) -  /(rfcOm)
(*) from subsection 3.1.1. So
(7^  — f,f(rkam) +  g(skbn) <  e/(^^+i«7n) _
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m,n
If (m,n)  € </, then there is a unique i such thcit m < mi^i, rii +  1 < n < rii^i. 
We have (**) from subsection 3.1.1.
(>K>tc)
f{rkam) < f{rkami+i) <  g(skbn,+i) < g(skbn) < g{sk+ibn) -  giskbn) 
Hence
(jk ^  J(rkam) +  g(Skbn) <; ^g{Sk+lbn) ^  ryk Tn,n — -^711,71
<  C'm.n for all k, m, n is clear.
Finally we show that the matrix is regular when the elements
(m, n) are ordered as follows :
1^,77(5 “I” I ) , . . . ,  ,?7-(5“|“ 1)5 (li^o^b^))···? i'kkl'i, 72^> “f” 2), . . .
. . .,( l,77i),...,(7?2i,?7i),
(7771 +  1 ,1 ) , . . . ,  (7771 +  Ij^i), (t77i +  2, 1), . . . , (t77i +2,77i ) , . . .
...,(7?72, 1),...,(7772, 77i) ,.. .
(1 ,77i_i +  1), . . . , (7?7i, 77i_i +  l·), (1, 77,_i +  2), . . . , (777,·, 77,-_i +  2),
. . . , ( l ,  77,),...,(777i,77,·),
(m,· +  1, 1), . . . , (777,· +  1 ,77i), (777,- +  2, 1), . . . , (777,· +  2, 77,·), . . .
. . . ,  (777,·+!, 1 ) , . . . ,  (777,·+!, 77,·),
(1,77,· +  1), . . . , (777,·+!, 77,- +  1), (1, 77,· +  2), . . . , (777,·+!, 77i +  2), . . .
. . . , (1,77,· !^ ) , . . . ,  (777,·-!-!, 77,·.!-! ), . . .
Now we show the regularity of when we pass from (777,·, 77i) to
(777i +  1,1) :
Dk+i £,k+\ g{sk+ibn,) /(rfc+ia,„.+i)
is equivalent to -----, , , ^
Z?^,+i,i  ^ e^ (-Sfc6nJ J{rkam,+x)
and when we pass from (777,·+!,77,·) to (1,77,· +  1) :
n/c+i
,ni ^ + 1
nk ~ is equivalent to <of (xk^ m^i^ i) f>9i^ k^ ni-]r\)
which have been shown before.
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Щ| m2 mg m4 mi mj^i
Chapter 4
A Result On The Pseudo-Regularity of 
Kothe Spaces
First we prove the following Lemma :
Lemma : Let E  =  A(yl), F  =  A(F) be two Kothe spaces. If
Ext(F x F , E x F )  =  0, then there exist increasing sequences {m.(k))k, (n{k))k, 
{Sk)k·, {Ck)k such that V k,i^j we have
Sk+2<^ i
i (k + 2 )










m(k-{-2) n  TiSkCl,m(k)
(4.2)
Moreover, if F  has the property (DN) ,  then we can choose [n(k))k and {Ck)k 
in such a way that they satisfy (4.1) and (4.2) and also
(Ctbf’f  < (C,6“"')(Ct+,6”<‘ +‘*). (4.3)
Proof : First we observe that, if for a given fx, Uq and k satisfy {S*)o·, 
then for the same ¡x, (S*)o is satisfied for larger values of Uq and k. We de­
termine {m{k))k, in(k))k, (Sk)k, (Ck)k inductively. Put m(l)  =  n(l)  =  1 
and Ci =  Si =  1 where i =  1,2,3. For ¡x =  n(l)  in (-S’*)! and p, =  m(l)  
in (.S'*)2 there exist no,k,no,k. We put n(2) == max{A:, ho, n(l)  4- 1} and 
m(2) =  max(no, U2(l) -|- 1}. For ft =  n(2) and p =  ” ^(2), there ex­
ist again no,k,ho,k. We put n(3) =  max{A;, ho, n(2) 4 -1 }  and m(3) =  
maxfno, k, m(2) 4-1}·
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Now in put = n(l). By the above observation Uo = m(2), k =
n(2) satisfy Taking K  =  n(3), rn = m(3) and R =  I there exist h =  714
and S =  § 4. In {S*)2, put fi =  m(l) then we have =  ?r(2), k =  m(2) taking 
K  =  m(3), m = n(3) and R =  1 there exist n =  n.4 cind S =  S4. For ¡i =  n(3) 
and ft, =  m(3) there exist Uo, k, Uo, k. We put n(4) =  rnax{/;, tTo, n(3) + 1, ^4}, 
m(4) =  max{?ro, ,^ m(3) + 1 , 724} and S4 =  -STS'sC's, C4 =  S4S3C3 .
Let 772(1 ) , . . . ,  7?2(A: + 2) ; 72(1 ) , . . . ,  n{k + 2) ; S i , . . . ,  Sk+2 ] Ci, . . . ,  Ck+2 
be determined in this way.
Now, for iJ, =  n{k) we have 72^ = 772(A; + 1), k =  t2(A; + 1). We apply iS*)i to 
K  =  72(A; + 2), 772 =  772(A: + 2), R =  ^   ^ and obtciin h =  h/t+s, S — Sk^ -z-
For ft =  m(k), we have = n(k + 1), A; = m(k + 1), we apply (5'*)2 to
Ck-\-2K  =  m (k + 2 ), 772 = 72(A;+2), R =  —---- -—  and obtain h =  72^ +3 and 5 +^3. To
^ h-\-\
find 772(A;4-3) and T2(A;+3), we again consider yu = t2(A;+2) and ft — m{k-\-2 ), 
then there exist Hq, k, ho, k. We put n(k + 3) = max{A:, ho, n(k + 2) + 1,72^ +3} 





,n(k-\-\) 1 jn(k-k2) ’ CkSk+2h f^
Mk+2)
< max 1\ Sk^zhf^'"^
Ck^iSk+ibf^"^ \
m{k+l) 1 ’




1 ^ k - \ - 2  xj 1cincl ü^ _^|-з =  ------- ::----------- . Hence we nave
.S',
/$'fc4-3(7fc4-2«$'fe+2
Finally, when F  has {DN), we may choose
n{k + 3) > max{A:, ho, n{k +  2) + 1,72^ +3} and 6T+3 >
such that both (4.2) and (4.3) hold.
Now we can prove the main result of this chapter :
Theorem : Let E and F  be Schwartz Kothe spaces where E is regular 
and F  has property (DN). If Ext(£  ^x F, E x F)  =  0 then E x F  and E ^ t^ F 
have pseudo-regular bases.
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P r o o f  : Let A — (af) and B — (bj) be the Kothe matrices for E, F,  
respectively. We choose sequences according to the above Lemma and use 
which are equivalent to A and B  respectively. Then we 
have (4.1) and (4.2). By using Proposition 1.5. in [8], (4.1) gives
m{k-\-2) Q m(k+3)■' Ok+SdiSk+2ai_______
^  jn(k-\-l) —<
Ck+2bf^^^
for some k
for all I > k.
Similarly from (4.2) we get
Ck+2bf^^^ ^ Ck+3bf- '^^  ^ .
-------- ~n , S -------- '—fi . o^  some k
(4.4)
(4.5)
C,+2bf-^"> ^  Q +36; (/+3)
m{l+2) for all I > k.771 (/4"l) O ^6/+iai oi+2(ki
Since E  and E  are Schwartz spaces, we can find increasing sequences of 
indices {rrii) and [ni] such that
<
in{2) c , ' , S b a ”d3)
< < ... < mj+1 < ^20n,+lr  /i” B )  — C „ „ ” ^(2) — · · · — n m(2) —  ^  ,n ( l )
U lO n i  ^2d-m,i+\
< . . . (4.6)
If {ei) and (fj )  denote the canonical bases for E  and E  respectively, we have 
that
i^n) — (· · · ? fui J ^mi+ly · · · ) j /n, + l ) · · ·)
is a pseudo-regular basis for E x E. To see this, let rn <  n, m, n G N. The 
following four cases are possible :
(1) Xm =  6r, Xn =  fs with mi -I- 1 < r < 772,4.1, ?7j -h 1 < s < ?2j+i, i <  j. 
Then r < s and we have
,S'3a;"(3) (4^ 6) C2bA2) d^n) c^bA^)
O 77b2CLrm{2) — c\b:n(l) -
and so by (4.5), we get
^ Cn-2g<*+^) ^ 2
C l 77 Uk^ jTm{k) — Ck+ib\
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i(A:4-1)
(2) x,n =  er, Xn =  es with m,· +  1. < r <  rri^  +  1 < 5 < i <  j.
This case follows from the regularity of the matrix
(il) — y*r9 with Tlj—i T 1 ^  ^ ^  9 ^^ 9 “f  1 ^ ^  5 1
In this case we have
ruA'^)
<C2bf  ^ ^
Then using (4.4), we get
< Sk+2aT ’^^ +^ ^
o 'n Ok+iasm(k+l)
VA; > 1.
(4) X m  =  fr, Xn =  fs with Ui +  l < r < Ui, Uj +  1 <  A· < n j ,  i <  j. This case 
also follows from the regularity of the matrix [Ckb^ ^^ '*).
Hence these four cases show that E x F  has a pseudo-regular basis.
Next we consider E ® t^ F. We set
o mik+l) k ^k+\ai
A1 = C „™(2) ’02Cli
r ,]^ k .  ^ j__ A: > 1
.7 ^  ,r)Yn ’ AC 1.
Crb^ jy ( l )
The matrices (Af) and (Bj )  are regular and
A] =  1, A f > 1 V i, A;, Bj  =  l,Hj= >  1 Vy,A: and { B^ f  <  (B^XB^^)  =  B^+\
Then E®T^ F' is isomorphic to the Kothe space A(C) where =
{A^B^). We define no =  0 and
and
I  =  U  {(m, n) ·. rrii +  \ < m <  mi+i, n < Ui].
i=l
J =  (J { (m ,n )  : m < m,+i, ?z,· -f 1 < ?^  <  ni+i). 
¿=0
Then /  U T =  N x  N, /  n j  =  0. (See the figure ) Now we define a matrix 
(^m,n) by
■^ rn^ n
A^ i f ( m , ? i ) € /  
Bn if {m, n) e  J
First we show that the matrices (C^^n) i^L,n) equivalent. If 
(m,n)  G / ,  then there is a unique i such that nii-\- I ^  ‘m < rrii i^  ^ n <  ni.
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Then
^  W xi+.
n .· 7^ (^ ) C^k^TLi '^ /c + l^ m , -t + 1
1__ ^^ rrii+i 
^mi+1
where (*) follows from (4.6) and (4.4). So




from which it follows that „ =  B^At < At^^ =  T>^ +^ . If (m, n) e  J, then 
there is a unique i such that m < mj+i, nj- +  1 < ?г < n,+i. We have
■ya-” !;! ( « )  c\b"jS i <“/>  c ,t : : ;a  ^  ^  £ 46^ ’.< <
'3<^ ni+l t+l
So by (4.5), we have
rn(A:-|-l)
^k+lOnj + l ^
m(fc) —Q [K  Q
C w b i lV ^
m{k-\-l) for all k > 2.
Then
TTi(2)S2amt\ a m(k) OkU'TUi^l q „ ”»(2)
<
A i , „  ^  A W i< !iy >  _
Al
tniJf.1
CM hlU i  
Ck»bl\
in{k+2) ^  ^  iTi{k-\-2)n  l^ V^ ) p/c+2^4%  + l _  -^^ ’^+2^ n¿ + l _  ^ujW
n  jM3) p  J7i(3) J^3
3^^ 7ii + l t^ + 1+ 1
Hence
Ak «^^+2 Dk+2 r>2k-l
Ak _  ^ ^t+l ^ + l ^
A l ~  AL..  -
from which it follows that C)^ _„ <
B>m,n ^  C'm.n for all A;, m, n is obvious.
Finally we show that the matrix {D^ L} pseudo-regular when the ele­
ments (m, n) are ordered as follows :
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(1? 1^ 0 "t" 1)5 · · · 5 (^1 ) ”1“ 1)5 (1> ^^0 ~l” "^ )? · · · 5 “i” 2), .
••• ,( l , « i ) , - - - , (m i ,n i ) ,
(mi +  1 ,1 ) , . . .  ,(?7ii +  l,?7i), (mi +  2,1), . .  . , (mi  +  2,?7i),,
■ · ·, ( 1^ 2·, 1 ) , . . . ,  (m2,iii) , . . .
(1, nj_i +  1), · · ·, {niii ’ ¿^-1 +  (1> ’ ¿^-1 +  2) , . . . ,  (mi, ?7i_i +  2),
■ ■ ■ .. ,(mi,ni),
(mi  +  1 , 1 ) , . . . ,  (nii +  1,  Hi), (mi  +  2 , 1 ) , . . . ,  (mi  +  2 ,  rii),...
... ,(mi+i,l),... ,(mi+i,rii),
(l ,ni  +  1) , . . .  ,(mi+i,n, +  1), (l,?ii +  2 ) , . . . ,  (mi+i,ni +  2 ) , . . .
. . . , ( 1 , Tli^ i ) , . . . ,  (i7ij'.j.i, ?ij'^ -i) , . . .
Let the ordered pair (r,u) appear before the ordered pair (s,v)  in the above 
ordering. We have four cases :
(1) (r,u) G / ,  (s,v)  e /
( 2 )  ( r , u ) € / ,  ( s , v ) e J
( 3 )  ( r , u ) e J ,  ( s , v ) e i
( 4 )  ( r , u ) € J ,  (s,v) e  J.
Now we show the pseudo-regularity of (D^.n) each case :
(1) mi +  1 < r < mj+i, u < Ui, mj +  1 < s <  m,+i, v < rij, i <  j. Then 
r <  s.
Then by regularity of (Af),
. . , . . .— <  ., which IS equivalent to l·· <  — 7— .
Ai -  A^ , £>‘ „ -  D l ,
(2) mj + 1  < r < mi+i, u < Ui, s <  m^+i, Uj +  l <  v <  Uj+i, i <  j, so r <  v.
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As we have shown before, we have
Dt, y{k -■ f^c+1 Dk+1 ·V SyV
(3) r <  rrii, rii-i +  1 < ti <  n,, n < 7гj, ?nj +  1 <  s < m,+i, i <  j. Then 
w <  5. So we have
ni;+l dA:+1 f^c+2 nA;+2_r,u _  ^ _  s,v
Dk
r.u ■ej 4k^ -l nk+l ■s S.V
(4) rrii +  I <  r <  mj+i, u < Ui, s < ruj+i, nj +  1 < v < rij+i, i <  j. This 
case can be shown as case (1), it follows irom the regularity of (B^).





The following is an interesting question in the theory of nuclear Kothe 
spaces : What are the conditions under which the vanishing of Ext(Tl, E)  
implies that the Kothe space E has a regular ( or pseudo-regular ) basis ?
We showed that if Ext(£' x F^E x E ) =  0, then E x F  and E®TyF 
have regular bases, when E = Sf(a,r), F = Sg{b,s) and / and g are 
comparible with each other, except one case in which our method of proof did 
not work. However we believe that it may be done by a different approach. 
But the question we stated at the beginning is still an open question in its 
most general form.
In most cases, the existence of a pseudo-regular bcvsis is also strong enough 
to obtain almost all of the results that can be obtained using regularity. Since 
the choice of matrix representation of the basis is iri'elevant in the use of 
pseudo-regularity, it is more convenient to work with than regularity.
Related with this subject, we also showed that when E and F  are 
Schwartz Kothe spaces with E regular, F  with property (DN),  Ext{E x 
F, E X F) — 0 implies E x  F  and E^^F  have pseudo-regular bases.
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